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Mock Trial Workshop from Earth Law Center 
 
Objective: The goal of the activity is to increase student awareness and knowledge of rights of nature, and 
secondarily their knowledge of courts and trials. 
 
Description: Mock trials give students an opportunity for participatory, hands on learning to not only take on 
different perspectives, but embeds communication skill-building, team work and public speaking. The 
workshop also helps students broaden their consideration for further study and career options.  
 
Students will: 
In the first session: 

● Learn about rights of nature and Earth Law as a concept 
● Have the opportunity to work in small teams, practice teamwork 
● Learn legal vocabulary including law, attorney, lawyer, trial, debrief 
● List the 5 W’s (who, what, when, where, and why) used when analyzing an event  
● Read and interpret a case fact sheet  
● Identify the 5 W's of the case  
● Learn the flow of a trial  
● Use logic to build their evidence and case 
● Prepare in advance what each of the roles will say 

 
In the second session: 

● Improve oral presentation skills: make eye contact, speak at a good volume, and use clear 
pronunciation when speaking 

● Follow logical questioning when cross-examining opposing counsel witnesses 
● Draw on preparation, reasoning, discussion and reflection to form and clearly express ideas 
● Adapt to the context to create persuasive opening and closing statements 

 
Day 1 Overview: 2 hour prep session 
 

1. Read the paragraph summary of the facts of the case with the students. 
2. Organize students into 3 small groups by counting off. 
3. For Prosecuting and Defense teams: 

o Up to four students can be lawyers for each side of the case so 1 student each to: opening 
statement, direct examination, cross examination and closing argument.  

o Assign witnesses (2 per team, unless have more than 2 hours, then can add a 3rd witness if 
there are more students who need roles) 
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o Individuals will then fill in the attached forms for each role with the help of their team, and 
consult with each other to ensure that each of the roles is consistent with each other and 
builds the same case. 

o (Note: please make copies of notes in case students want to work on them at home, a full set 
is kept for the next session) 

4. Jury will familiarize themselves with the case (and can also help video the preparations on both 
sides) 

 
Day 1: Detailed Flow  
 
1. Warm-up (10 mins): Have you watched “Judge Judy,” “The People’s Court,” “Law and Order,” or live 

coverage of trials on cable TV? If you think about the court shows on TV, list the people who are present 
in the courtroom.  
● The list will include: lawyers, judge, jurors, bailiff, police officers, clerk, witnesses, defendant, plaintiff, 

court reporter, public, sketch artist. 
● Discussion: What is the importance of a trial to democracy? How about human rights? 

 
 

● What do you think nature is?  
● What are threats to nature? Prompt with: food supply (food deserts), air (car smog), water (Flint), 

national parks (Trump)  
● How about giving nature rights? Why might that be important and what would the benefit to you 

be? 
● Read: In most countries, nature has the legal status of property. This means that our current laws 

protect nature only for the benefit of people and corporations, since the environment has no rights 
itself. Earth Law is the idea that ecosystems have the right to exist, thrive, and evolve—and that 
nature should be able to defend its rights in court, just like people can. 

● If possible: show this 4 min introductory video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lubNvaTigAU 
 
2. Defining the Roles (10 mins): What are the stages of a trial and what happens at each of the stages? 
 

For each: Ask students what they think it is, then include their answers by reading the descriptions. 
● Opening Statement – In their opening statements, attorneys representing both sides introduce their 

case to the judge/jury as clearly and persuasively as possible.  
o Prosecution or plaintiff attorney introduces themself and explains evidence that will deny 

what the prosecution is attempting to prove. State the decision you hope the jury will reach.  
o Defendant attorney introduces himself and explains the evidence that will deny what the 

prosecution is attempting to prove. State the decision you hope the jury will reach. 
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o State in future tense: "the testimony will show" or "the evidence will show."  
o The statement is not intended to be argumentative, but to lay out a general picture of the 

facts. 
o Questions to consider: Why are you being taken to trial or being tried? In what ways has the 

defendant done injury to your client? In what way is the prosecution/defense mistaken in its 
case against you? Why should the jury decide in your favor? What evidence do you intend to 
present and what witnesses to you intend to call to support your case? How will you prepare 
to counter the opposing side's opening arguments during the next phase? 

 
● Direct examination – Prosecution calls first witness.  

o In this phase, the prosecution and then the defense lays out its case. 
o Witnesses should have reviewed their statements, and may testify to additional facts that 

logically follow from their statements but should not contradict the given facts.  
o Prosecutor asks clear and simple questions that allow the witness to tell their story in their 

own words. 
o Questions for attorneys to consider: Why are you questioning these witnesses? What do you 

hope their testimony will show? What questions will you ask? What questions will you try to 
avoid? Why? How might you try to ask questions in a way that might help the truth come to 
light? What else do you need to consider in questioning the witnesses? 

o Questions for witnesses to consider: What is your background and/or relationship to the 
case? How do you feel about the defendant and the case? How does the case affect you 
directly? Does you have any stake in the outcome? Do you have any particular motive here? 
 

● Cross examination – Defense attorney questions witnesses for the prosecution to try to discredit 
their testimony.  

o Before the trial, attorneys should try to anticipate witness testimony to prepare a list of 
prospective questions to ask when you cross-examine and redirect witnesses.  

o During the trial, take note of witness testimony so that you are ready for cross-examination 
and redirect. 

o Ask leading questions and emphasize portions of the testimony that favor your side. 
o After all the prosecution witnesses have been questions and cross-examined, the defense 

calls their witnesses and questions them under direct examination. Then prosecutor cross 
examines. 
 

● Closing statement 
o Here the attorneys summarize their main arguments, highlighting the main pieces of evidence 

in the case, to try to persuade the judge/jury to support your perspective and rule in your 
favor. 
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o Questions to consider: How did the evidence support your argument? What specific points 
did opposing counsel offer that you can directly refute? What do you hope to gain from 
winning the case? Why should the judge/jury decide in your favor? 
 

● End of trial – Jury deliberates and reaches a unanimous verdict. 
o Jury instructions– Judge instructs jury as to the law that applies to the case, then directs them 

to retire and decide upon a verdict.  
o The jury considers the evidence and delivers a verdict and, if appropriate, a recommended 

sentence.  
o Questions to consider: What evidence was most compelling? Why? Which side made a 

stronger case? 
 
3. Review the Case for EMERALD RIVER (20 mins) 
 
Read through once, have copies for all students.  
 
FACTS: Vermont amended its Constitution a few years ago to recognize Rights of Nature and to give 
standing to any person or organisation to represent other-than-human beings.  This means: 

● The natural environment of Vermont includes all land, water and air, all plant, animal and living 
beings have rights because they exist (both as independent species and collectively as ecosystems). 

● These species and ecosystems have a right to continue to exist, thrive and evolve. 
● The natural environment has a right to be free from human systems and substances damaging to the 

systems of life and to flourishing, connected habitats which support the well-being of the natural 
environment of Vermont.  
 

The Emerald River rises from a spring in the Green Mountains, flowing through a national park and then 
privately owned farm land before discharging into an estuary that is an important stop-over for many 
species of migratory water birds. 

● The river used to be central to the lives of the Native American people of that area.  It provided them 
with food, served as important means of transport but above all was revered as a spirit being.   

● The river featured prominently in many of their sacred stories, songs, dance and art.   
● The “original instructions” given to the ancestors of these peoples included detailed instructions 

about how the river was to be respected and honoured as a source of life.  Colonization decimated 
these people and today only a few still live near the River and maintain their ancestral culture as best 
they can.   

 
Many birds, fish, otters, amphibians and reptiles used to live by the River, but they have been declining in 
numbers and health for years and now many are at risk of extinction.  
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● Osprey, a large bird of prey, are listed on the federal registry of endangered species. The Osprey 
feeds primarily on fish so their populations have declined due to a decline in fish.  

● The decline in fish has been caused both by over-fishing using nets and sophisticated fish-finders 
and by the deterioration in the volume and quality of the water.  

● Fishing 
o Most indigenous people fish using rod and line for which no special permit is required.   
o However, the State has issued 20 permits to use gill nets and fish finders, all to indigenous 

fisherman.  
o Some of the indigenous people who use these advanced methods sell their fish at local 

farmers’ markets. 
● Additional threats to River health: 

o Large amounts of water are extracted from the River by farmers to irrigate crops. The farmers 
have the right to do so either because they own the land through which the River flows or 
because the State has granted the permits do so.  In most years hardly any water flows into 
the estuary.   

 
PipeCo is a large company that obtained a federal permit to build and operate a pipeline that runs from 
Canada through New England to a port in Virginia where the oil will be exported to other countries.   

● Pipeline construction will soon cross the winding Emerald River at two points.   
● There are well-founded concerns that this pipeline will leak at some stage and seriously contaminate 

the River.   
● Pipeline protests: 

o A number of people have been protesting against the oil pipeline and have established a 
“Water Protectors” camp on farmlands in the route of the pipeline.   

o The protestors have been regularly harassed and occasionally physically assaulted by both 
private security people employed by PipeCo and by local and State police. 

 
The Court has granted a temporary injunction (judicial order halting the action) preventing the construction 
of the pipeline across the River until a detailed environmental impact assessment has been done.  However 
PipeCo has now approached the court to lift the pipeline injunction.  
 
At the trial, the court will consider an application by PipeCo (Prosecuting) for the lifting of the pipeline 
injunction. This application is opposed by the local Native American people (Defense) in the name of the 
Emerald River. 
 
The parties and their representatives are as follows. 
 

● PipeCo which is arguing that the construction of the pipeline must not be delayed.   
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o The Project has been many years in the planning, will create a number of temporary 
construction jobs in areas with low unemployment and once operating will generate billions 
of dollars of revenue.   

o Delays would result in PipeCo incurring millions of dollars of contractual penalties. 
● The Native American people who hold the River sacred so want to prevent the injunction from being 

lifted.  
o The community is divided about whether fishing with gill nets and fish finders is appropriate  
o However, they remain united in opposing the lifting of the injunction because they oppose the 

construction of the pipeline through their sacred Emerald River. 
 
4. Small Groups & Roles (10 minutes) 

● Count off and divide students into 3 groups: Prosecution (Pipe Co), Plaintiff (Native American Tribe) 
and Jury. 

● Assign each group an area in the classroom where the team can sit together. 
● Once settled into their groups: Ask groups to assign at least 2 lawyers and 2 witnesses per team. 

 
5. Brief for each team (10 minutes) 

 
● The team must create the most compelling argument for their side, which will convince the jury to 

decide in favor of their side. 
● You are permitted to supplement the facts in this document provided that the additional facts do not 

change the scenario described above in any significant way. 
● Witnesses will have to be shared with the other team ie. The Prosecution must know who the 

Defense is calling and the Defense must know who the Prosecution is calling.  
● So assign name, title and share list with other team. 

 
6. Teamwork (60 mins) 

• Teams build their case, decide what evidence best supports their case, and how to present that 
evidence 

• Fill out forms for attorney and witness roles – ask students to write out what they will say, they can 
fine tune later but best to have an overall structure first 

• Questions for witness should also be written down 
• Then review the opposing counsel witnesses, and draft questions for them also 
• When teams have questions: 

o Remember this is not an argument, but who presents the most convincing evidence 
o It is also not just your side presenting, but the other side will have evidence also 
o So what will best support your case and convince the jury of that you have the strongest 

evidence 
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Day 2: Mock Trial Detailed Flow 
 

1. Team Review (15 minutes) 
o Prosecution and Defense teams review statements and practice questions plus opening and 

closing statements (also to reassign roles in case of missing team members) 
 

2. Opening statements (5 minutes) 
o 2 minutes for prosecution 
o 2 minutes for defense  

 
3. Prosecution first witness (10 minutes) 

o 5 minutes examination 
o 5 minutes cross examination 
o Both attorneys can examine and cross-examine but must stay within the 5 minute limit 

 
4. Prosecution second witness (10 minutes) 

o 5 minutes examination 
o 5 minutes cross examination 

 
5. Defense first witness (10 minutes)  

o 5 minutes examination 
o 5 minutes cross examination 

 
6. Defense second witness (10 minutes) 

o 5 minutes examination 
o 5 minutes cross examination 

 
5. Jury Deliberates & Announces Verdict (10 minutes) 

o After the jury has announced their verdict - ask them to explain how they decided on it. 
 

6. Post Trial Debrief (50 minutes) 
• Team debriefs, then present to the rest of the group - 10 minutes 

o What worked 
o What didn’t work 
o What would you have done differently 

• Group discussion - 20 minutes 
o Who was the most important person?  
o Did any of the students change their minds during the trial?  
o Who was the most believable witness?  
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o Are there other ways the problem could have been settled?  
• Real world application - 10 minutes 

o In January 2018 
! Colombia, in South American, just recognized rights of the Amazon Rainforest (the 

part in Colombia) 
! This resulted from a lawsuit brought by a group of 25 plaintiffs: aged 7 to 26, most 

are teens 
! They sued the government for failing to provide them with a right to a healthy 

environment 
! The government agreed and ruled to protect the Rainforest 

o What do you think about that? 
• Brainstorm - 5 minutes 

o So ideas on how you could apply Rights of Nature in your life 
 

• Conclude by completing evaluations - 5 minutes 
 

Following pages: To be filled in by student in this role 
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Prosecuting Attorney (Name:     ) 
 
Opening Statement: What will you show the jury with the evidence presented? 
 
 
 
 
 
Where is the evidence back up your position/ story? 
 
 
 
 
 
Closing Statement: Why will the jury decide in your favor? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Questions for Witness 
 
 
 
 
 
Other ideas or strategies 
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Defense Attorney (Name:     ) 
 
Opening Statement: What will you show the jury with the evidence presented? 
 
 
 
 
 
Where is the evidence back up your position/ story? 
 
 
 
 
 
Closing Statement: Why will the jury decide in your favor? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Questions for Witness 
 
 
 
 
 
Other ideas or strategies 
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Witness #1 or #2 
Name 
Title 
Credentials 
 
What evidence are you giving that will help your team? 
 
 
 
 
 
What the answers you need to give to best convince the jury? 
 
 
 
 
 
What things might the other side ask you during cross-examination? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What are the key ideas or themes you need to keep in mind? 
 
 
 
 
 
Other ideas or strategies 
 
 
 
 


